This is the first of three arguments against the Creation Calendar Sabbath written by a David
Breetzke and posted on the Scripturaltruth101 Blog. I was sent the second one first, so I rebutted
these out of sequence. I trust that will not matter. It certainly did not change the results of my
examination of Breetzke's study (and I use that term loosely).
As usual, this attacker of truth will fare no differently than every other person who dares to fight
against YHWH, and this defender of truth will have no problem dispatching these arguments. I
say that because I was able to defend the Lunar Sabbath while rebutting his second Lunar
Sabbath "study" while blindfolded with one arm tied behind my back. If this sounds flippant, my
apologies to the ladies and gentlemen of the jury, but Bro. Breetzke was very unpleasant in his
second study toward those who believe the Lunar Sabbath. I have no reason to be pleasant in
return, but I will try to remain unbiased here and will examine his tone in this study and reply
accordingly. While Breetzke regularly took shots at Lunar Sabbath keepers, I did my best in his
second argument against the Lunar Sabbath to stay on point, targeting only his false doctrine. I
will try to do the same here. Pray for me.
He calls his study the Truth About Scripture, when in reality it is the Truth about what David
Breetzke believes. He writes in black and orange font, I will reply in green, [bracketed in green
in mid-paragraph] and red font with a little purple. Dated: 12-18-2016

The Truth About Scripture
This Blog was created to give people a basic understanding of what scripture is all about. It is by
far NOT advanced teachings, [duly noted] but rather basic foundational points. This blog will
also expose many false teachings and false doctrines that were/are created by men which does
not appear in the Scriptures, Hebrew culture or source documentation. [He said that before too.
Didn't do him any good though.]

Lunar-Sabbath doctrine is stupid!

When someone says ‘keep an open mind about it’ to an avid Torah student, then you can almost
be sure that what he is talking about, or trying to reveal, is probably man-made rubbish. This
seems to be the case when I was told to keep an open mind about the stupid lunar Sabbath
doctrine (Yes I said it is stupid because that is exactly what it is!). Are we not to follow truth and
fact rather than opinions?

Well, this is not a very auspicious start; Breetzke's either wearing his feelings on his sleeve or
already showing his true colors.
Friends, a mind is like a parachute, it only WORKS when it is open. From this opening dialog,
Bro. Breetzke expects you to simply follow his lead, like lemmings over the cliff. When he
jumps, you jump. Just disregard that rip cord, you won't be needing that chute.
He calls the Lunar Sabbath doctrine stupid yet the evidence in his second study proved just
whose doctrine was stupid.
These people claim that there is 1900 different documents proving the lunar sabbath and zero
proving the 7 day weekly cycle where the 7th day is the Sabbath (by the way, this statement is
utter rubbish!). Well , if these people make this claim, then they certainly have never ever read
the Word of YHWH before! Another thing is that they make claims about 1900 documents
proving that the Sabbath is determined by the moon cycle, but these people have not been able to
produce even one of these so called documents!
NONE? Bro. Breetzke, do I need to show you again whose doctrine is rubbish? Of course I do.
I don't know anything about 1900 different documents that prove the Lunar Sabbath. There may
be that or more, but Lunar Sabbath keepers don't need them. If you want to see a long list of
historical documents, click here: http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/19PhiloJosephusEssenes.pdf and here http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/08-QTShort-HistoricalQuotes.pdf, and there are three (witnesses) below to whet your appetite.
Scripture proves the Lunar Sabbath, contrary to Bro. Breetzke's assertion above. Anything else
that agrees is used as a second or third witness.
“The New Moon is still, and the Sabbath originally was, dependent upon the lunar cycle.”
Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, p. 410. No quote can be clearer than this.
“… each lunar month was divided into four parts, corresponding to the four phases of the moon.
The first week of each month began with the new moon, so that, as the lunar month was one or
two days more than four periods of seven days, these additional days were not reckoned at all.”
Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, Vol. 10, p. 482. Article "Week."
In Allegorical Interpretation, 1 IV (8), first century Hebrew historian, Philo says…“Again, the
periodical changes of the moon, take place according to the number seven, that star having the
greatest sympathy with the things on earth. And the changes which the moon works in the air, it
perfects chiefly in accordance with its own configurations on each seventh day. At all events, all
mortal things, as I have said before, drawing their more divine nature from the heaven, are
moved in a manner which tends to their preservation in accordance with this number seven. …
Accordingly, on the seventh day, Elohim caused to rest from all his works which he had
made.” …
Philo says the Sabbath used to be regulated by the moon and, interestingly, modern day Jews
acknowledge that fact. In case one wonders whether Philo spoke authoritatively for all Israel, he
was selected as a delegate to go before the Roman Emperor to complain about the harsh
treatment of the Roman soldiers. You don't get that job if you are a rogue agent.
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Creation Calendar Class 101:
Creation of the Calendar of YHWH: Genesis 1:14 says that the two great lights would be for
signs (owth), seasons (mo'edim), days and years. Thus the calendar of Yah is written in the
heavens.
The Sabbath in the Calendar: Exodus 31:13, Ezekiel 20:12, and 20:20 all say that the
Sabbath is a sign, using the SAME Hebrew word found in Genesis 1:14 (owth), meaning signal
or beacon. Doesn't say which light though.
Defining the job of the Moon: Psalm 104:19 says that the moon will regulate the seasons
(mo’edim--appointed times, set feasts). Leviticus 23:1-3 shows the weekly Sabbath to be the
first feast using the same Hebrew word found in Genesis 1:14 (mo’edim--appointed time, set
feast).
Now, if I was confronted with even a million documents speaking of a certain teaching, but the
Torah of YHWH says otherwise, who am I going to believe or follow? The million other
documents, or the Word of YHWH? [Naturally, you would accept Scripture over a million
witnesses to the contrary.] I think that this is a no-brainer. I will always choose the Word of the
Creator who’s wisdom is greater than everyone and everything! That means that any document
that contradicts the Word of YHWH is a false document and the source, or writer, is a liar. Even
if a million other people agree with that false document, it still stays false.
And I agree wholeheartedly. I'm still waiting for Breetzke to rebut the Word of the Creator
above.
...Still waiting.
Also notice that we are to test everything according to the Torah of YHWH to see if it is right or
wrong, just as the Berean’s did when Shaul taught them. They did not just accept the teachings
of Shaul, but tested it according to the Torah and the prophets before they accepted his word.
Notice that they were noble for doing so.
And that is all Lunar Sabbath keepers want you to do. But David, the Bereans had open minds.
They were not lemmings like you wish your readers to be. If the Bereans minds were shut, they
would have either rejected Paul's teachings or agreed with them without examining the evidence.
When you have been immersed in and adopted a host of traditional lies, an open mind is a must.
Believing the same thing over and over is like walking the same path over and over again; it
creates a rut. The only difference between a rut and a grave is one is deeper than the other.
So let us examine the Torah of YHWH to see if the lunar-sabbath is sound doctrine, or if the 7’th
day weekly Sabbath is the Sabbath of YHWH.
Um, these two terms are synonymous Bro. Breetzke.

Let us start from the beginning:
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And I will be happy to finish what you start.
“Thus the heavens and the earth were completed, and all their array (If you read, chapter 1, you
will see that His work was done in six days). And on the seventh day Elohim completed His
work which He had done, and He rested on the seventh day from all His work which He had
made. And Elohim blessed the seventh day and set it apart, because on it He rested from all His
work which Elohim in creating had made” (Gen 2:1-3).
Now does this section of Scripture ever say anything about the moon phase concerning the
Sabbath? Certainly not! In fact, there is no mention of the moon determining the Sabbath
throughout the entire Scriptures, as we will see further.
Oh, but Bro. Breetzke, you are not looking in the right place. Has no one ever taught you how to
examine the evidence? Not only do you not know how to examine evidence, and one must
question whether you know how to read without a preconceived conclusion or agenda.
There were more than 6 creation events. Genesis 1:1-2 reveals a creation event that Bro.
Breetzke ignores. Heaven and earth were created on this "day". This segment of time (for it
WAS a time consuming event) occurs immediately BEFORE the first work week. And the only
possible "day" this can be is the New Moon day of the first month of earth's history. This
segment of time is not included, interrupting the work weeks, every single month of the year.
And the calendar established at Creation is not found in Genesis 2, it is also found in Genesis 1.
LOOK at Creation Calendar 101 on the previous page. Genesis 1:14 establishes the Calendar of
YHWH, laying the framework--the two great lights regulate the calendar. Psalm 104:19
specifically defines the roll of the moon (the lesser light); it will regulate the set feasts, the times
appointed by YHWH. Leviticus 23:1-3 flat out names the weekly Sabbath, twice calling it a
feast. This is not rocket science, this is applying Isaiah 28:9-10.
For the record, I have never before seen such a perfect example of Isaiah 28 at work. Bro.
Breetzke and I are reading the SAME Scriptures and coming up with 2 different doctrines. How
is that possible? Because it is the will of Almighty Yah...
9. Whom shall He [YHWH] teach knowledge? and whom shall He make to understand
doctrine? them that are weaned from the milk, and drawn from the breasts.
10. For precept must be upon precept, precept upon precept; line upon line, line upon line; here
a little, and there a little:
11. For with stammering lips and another tongue will He speak to this people. Isaiah 28:9-11
describes a truthseeker who reads all over and finds knowledge and understanding.
12. To whom He [YHWH] said, This is the rest wherewith ye may cause the weary to rest; and
this is the refreshing: yet they would not hear.
13. But the word of YHWH was unto them precept upon precept, precept upon precept; line
upon line, line upon line; here a little, and there a little; that they might go, and fall
backward, and be broken, and snared, and taken.
14. Wherefore hear the word of YHWH, ye scornful men, that rule this people which is in
Jerusalem.
15. Because ye have said, We have made a covenant with death, and with hell are we at
agreement; when the overflowing scourge shall pass through, it shall not come unto us: for
we have made lies our refuge, and under falsehood have we hid ourselves: Isaiah 28:1215 describes men like Breetzke who read the same manuscript yet fall backward and are
broken, snared and taken.
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What about when the Israelites had to gather manah (sic) for food?
“And it came to be, on the sixth day, that they gathered twice as much bread, two omers for
each one. And all the rulers of the congregation came and told Mosheh. And he said to them,
“This is what ( יהוהYHWH) has said, ‘Tomorrow is a rest, a Sabbath set-apart to יהוה
(YHWH). That which you bake, bake; and that which you cook, cook. And lay up for yourselves
all that is left over, to keep it until morning.’ ” And they laid it up till morning, as Mosheh
commanded. And it did not stink, and no worm was in it. And Mosheh said, “Eat it today, for
today is a Sabbath to ( יהוהYHWH), today you do not find it in the field. “Gather it six days,
but on the seventh day, which is the Sabbath, there is none.” (Exodus 16:22-26). Ask
yourself again… Is there any mention of the moon here? Or are they to gather the bread for six
days, where on the sixth day (preparation day) they gather a double portion, and rest on the
Sabbath? Then the cycle begins again!!! I am sure that even the very young children could
count to 6 and 7, don’t you?
Isaiah 28:13. Bro. Breetzke did not bother to look for anything that might give a calendar
reference. Had he looked for it, he might have found this...
Here we have a starting point:
And they took their journey from Elim, and all the congregation of the children of Israel came
unto the wilderness of Sin, which is between Elim and Sinai, on the fifteenth day of the
second month after their departing out of the land of Egypt.
And the whole congregation of the children of Israel murmured against Moses and Aaron in
the wilderness: Exodus 16:1-2

Here is an equation, from the 15th collect manna for 6 days, a double portion on the 6th:
And it shall come to pass, that on the sixth day they shall prepare that which they bring in; and
it shall be twice as much as they gather daily.
And in the morning, then ye shall see the glory of YHWH; for that he heareth your
murmurings against YHWH: and what are we, that ye murmur against us?
And Moses said, This shall be, when YHWH shall give you in the evening [of the 15th in context]
flesh to eat, and in the morning [of the 16th in context] bread to the full; for that YHWH
heareth your murmurings which ye murmur against him: and what are we? your
murmurings are not against us, but against YHWH. Exodus 16:5, 7-8
Now remember we HAVE a starting date. The 15th day of the second month. This evening you
will have quail, tomorrow morning you will have bread to the full. You will collect a portion for
6 days, twice as much on the 6th day as the other days because the morrow... well let's not get
ahead of ourselves.
And because this is so difficult to understand, the equation was repeated:
And YHWH spake unto Moses, saying,
I have heard the murmurings of the children of Israel: speak unto them, saying, At even [of the
15th in context] ye shall eat flesh, and in the morning [of the 16th in context] ye shall be filled
with bread; and ye shall know that I am YHWH your Elohim.
And it came to pass, that at even [this conversation was happening on the 15th] the quails came
up, and covered the camp: and in the morning [of the 16th] the dew lay round about the
host.
And when the dew that lay was gone up, behold, upon the face of the wilderness there lay a
small round thing, as small as the hoar frost on the ground.
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And when the children of Israel saw it, they said one to another, It is manna: for they wist not
what it was. And Moses said unto them, This is the bread which YHWH hath given you to
eat.
And it came to pass, that on the sixth day they gathered twice as much bread, two omers for
one man: and all the rulers of the congregation came and told Moses.
And he said unto them, This is that which YHWH hath said, To morrow is the rest of the holy
sabbath unto YHWH: bake that which ye will bake to day, and seethe that ye will seethe;
and that which remaineth over lay up for you to be kept until the morning.
And Moses said, Eat that to day; for to day is a sabbath unto YHWH: to day ye shall not find it
in the field.
Six days ye shall gather it [16-17-18-19-20-21]; but on the seventh day [the 22nd in context],
which is the sabbath, in it there shall be none.
So the people rested on the seventh day [which was the 22nd day of the month]. Exodus
16:11-15, 22-23, 25-26, 30
Oh wow, would you look at that! This passage proves that the Sabbaths in question fell on the
15th and 22nd.

Exodus 16 is the first place where the word “Sabbath” is ever used in Scripture. In the first
verse, YHWH is speaking to Moses and Aaron on the 15th day of the 2nd month and gives them
what turns out to be a simple math equation. From day 15 add 6 days of manna = 21. Next day
(22nd) is the Sabbath. Looks like this...
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Israel was to collect one portion of manna from the 16th to the 20th and a double portion on the
21st because the morrow was the Sabbath. If the 22nd is a Sabbath, so is the 15th (as well as the
8th and the 29th. The first day of the month is new moon day, not a Sabbath.
This ain't rocket science, this is 2nd grade math.
Now what do the Ten Commandments say about the Sabbath?
“Remember the Sabbath day, to set it apart. “Six days you labour, and shall do all your work,
but the seventh day is a Sabbath of ( יהוהYHWH) your Elohim. You do not do any work –
you, nor your son, nor your daughter, nor your male servant, nor your female servant, nor your
cattle, nor your stranger who is within your gates. “For in six days ( יהוהYHWH) made the
heavens and the earth, the sea, and all that is in them, and rested the seventh day. Therefore
( יהוהYHWH) blessed the Sabbath day and set it apart” (Exodus 20:8-11). Where is the mention
of the moon here? If it was so important, I am sure YHWH would have given the instruction to
follow the Sabbath according to the moon phase. BUT HE DIDN’T!!! What then did YHWH say?
Count six days, which will be the days that you work, and the seventh day you will rest (cease)!
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Bro. Breetzke, you do err, not knowing the Scriptures. That the Sabbath was regulated by the
moon was established at Creation, and recorded in Torah. At some point He expects us to grow
up, put on our big boy pants and pay attention to how everything began, and to what was
established in the beginning.
Indeed, the Sabbath in Exodus 20:8-11 places the Sabbath in the Creation week. This is one of
the identifiers. And please read this verse again. It does not say count every seven days and
{{{{BOOM!}}}} Sabbath. All it says is that the Sabbath is the seventh day of the WEEK, just
as it was at Creation.
New Moon was also established at Creation, and it is not counted in the work week. If the
second month after Creation began with a New Moon and last month began with a New Moon,
what do you suppose the very FIRST month of earth's history began with? Looks like this...
New
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And finally, remember what I said about examining ALL of the evidence? Have you bothered to
read the 4th commandment as it is recorded in Deuteronomy 5? You really should sometime,
now actually...
Keep the sabbath day to sanctify it, as YHWH thy Elohim hath commanded thee.
Six days thou shalt labour, and do all thy work:
But the seventh day is the sabbath of YHWH thy Elohim: in it thou shalt not do any work, thou,
nor thy son, nor thy daughter, nor thy manservant, nor thy maidservant, nor thine ox, nor
thine ass, nor any of thy cattle, nor thy stranger that is within thy gates; that thy
manservant and thy maidservant may rest as well as thou.
And remember that thou wast a servant in the land of Egypt, and that YHWH thy Elohim
brought thee out thence through a mighty hand and by a stretched out arm: therefore
YHWH thy Elohim commanded thee to keep the sabbath day. Deuteronomy 5:12-15

You see, in this passage, the weekly Sabbath is linked to Abib 15, the day Israel was delivered
from Egypt. Look at the calendar model on this and the previous page. Pay attention to where
the 15th of the month lands on the calendar. If Abib 15 is commemorated as a memorial of the
weekly Sabbath, wouldn't it seem ODD if the calendar of YHWH did not provide for this to
happen at least in the first month of every year (if not EVERY month of the year)? Does
satyrday fall on the 15th day of the first Hebrew month every year? No, it does not, but you
already knew that didn't you Bro. Breetzke?
Where does the New Moon day come into all of this, as the lunar-sabbatarians teach? They say
that the New Moon day is not counted as a week day! WHAT… that is the most nonsensical
thing I have ever heard! [I wish I could say this was the most nonsensical thing he's ever said.]
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If it were true (which it is not), were the Israelites to gather their daily bread on that day too?
Then it would not be six days gathering, but rather seven days of gathering (which is NOT what
YHWH said and told Mosheh to tell the people!!!). And if they were to rest on that day, would it
not have been, rest on the seventh day and the first day too? This is just utter rubbish and not
supported by the Word of YHWH!
I have heard all this before. Solomon was right, surely there is nothing new under the sun. I
wrote the first paragraph below several years ago, long before I ever heard of David Breetzke.
Try to remember all the stuff (being nice) that has come out of his mouth above, and see if you
recognize him in the description below.
Satyrday Sabbatarians have tried to use the story of the manna as “proof” that the Lunar Sabbath
is a false teaching. They say the narrative in Exodus 16 offers no instruction for Israel to pick up
manna (or not) on New Moon during their 40 years in the wilderness. These same folks admit
that the new moons were observed, but because there is no mention of them in conjunction with
the falling of the manna, they say that this proves that the seven day weeks are not interrupted by
the new moon days and therefore, manna MUST have fallen on the new moon days. In the same
breath, these same well meaning folks insist that the days of the week go 1-2-3-4-5-6-7
uninterrupted all the way back to Creation, and with no evidence other than our present
Gregorian calendar and their tradition, say that Satyrday IS that seventh day.
Let me propose that this is not the case—for several reasons. (1) When Israel was walking in the
Torah, they always observed the same lunar-solar calendar established in Genesis 1. (2) With
this calendar, the days of new moon are described as a third category of day in Genesis 1:1-2,
Ezekiel 46:1, II Kings 4:23, Isaiah 66:23 and Amos 8:5, never being included in the work
week. Since new moon is a third category of day (neither a work day nor Sabbath) elsewhere in
Scripture, then it was a third category of day during Israel’s wilderness sojourn. (3) By insisting
that Israel gathered manna on new moon days during their wilderness sojourn, men like Breetzke
are adding to Torah, in violation of Deuteronomy 4:2. Scripture does not say whether Israel
gathered or ate manna on new moon days, so they can only speculate. Where Scripture is silent,
silence (on our part) is golden. (4) Satyrday is only the seventh day of the week by virtue of
Emperor Constantine. In 321 A.D., he venerated the day of the sun which moved satyrday from
its coveted position as the first day of the week to the seventh day of the week.
Now, for the coup de gras--historically, Israel fasted on new moon days.
Says Hutton Webster, “the establishment of a periodic week ending in a Sabbath observed every
seventh day was doubtless responsible for the gradual obsolescence of the new moon festival as
a period of general abstinence, since with continuous weeks the new-moon day and the Sabbath
Day would from time to time coincide” (Rest Days., p. 255).
“Each new moon was celebrated with a fast” (Jewish Family Celebrations, p. 35).
And we also find the following: “the sacred festival of the new moon, which the people give
notice of with trumpets, and the day of fasting, on which abstinence from all meats and drinks is
enjoined . . .” (Philo, Book 26, XXX, 159).
Science has found that fasting once a month is great for your health. Health minded satyrday
Sabbath keepers won't rejoice though because they must also admit defeat on this issue.
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Just because nothing is said about eating manna on New Moon days during the wilderness
sojourn does not prove anything. This in no wise disproves the Creation Calendar. The sample
size we were given in Exodus 16 is one week, the 3rd week of the month as it turns out. There
was no New Moon in the equation. Forcing one into the equation is a violation of Deuteronomy
4:2. Demanding that Israel ate manna on New Moon is no more than speculation. Subsequently
demanding that New Moon days be numbered in the weeks is utter foolishness.
The more I study the Torah of YHWH, the more absurd the lunar-sabbath doctrine looks!
Isaiah 28:13 But the word of YHWH was unto them precept upon precept, precept upon
precept; line upon line, line upon line; here a little, and there a little; that they might go, and
fall backward, and be broken, and snared, and taken.

Shavuot disproves the lunar-sabbath without a doubt!
In the spirit of expediency, I will not respond to this point further as the first half of Breetzke's
second study against the Lunar Sabbath is devoted to this subject. That rebuttal is also in the
Hall of Shame on the CreationCalendar.com website. The study at this link is all you need to
refute this claim: http://www.creationcalendar.com/CalendarIssue/17-FeastOfWeeks.pdf.
YHWH probably anticipated (well, He is all knowing) that there were going to be people, in the
last days, that would try and deceive the weak into believing the totally false doctrine of the
lunar-sabbath. That is why YHWH created the counting of the omer, which completely destroys
the false lunar-sabbath doctrine. Let us have a look.
“And from the morrow after the Sabbath, from the day that you brought the sheaf of the wave
offering, you shall count for yourselves: seven completed Sabbaths. Until the morrow after
the seventh Sabbath you count fifty days, then you shall bring a new grain offering to יהוה
(YHWH)” (Lev 23:15-16).
Now as you can see, that from the day after the weekly Sabbath that falls within chag Matzot
(feast of unleavened bread), that you count 7 complete Sabbaths, and then the day after the 7th
Sabbath will be chag Shavuot (feast of weeks). Notice that this count MUST add up to fifty days.
Now with the Scriptural 7 day weekly cycle, there are no issues and the count ALWAYS adds up
to fifty as required by Torah.
But using the absurd lunar-sabbath, too many issues arise. Now I consider myself to be quite a
maths boffin (sic) and love doing problem solving. [He's terrible at it though.] I have spent a lot
of time and tried, in many ways, to get the count to Shavuot to be fifty days [it's not merely 50
days], using the false lunar-sabbath doctrine. It is just impossible as it has extra days that they
claim to not count as week days, but they are days that have to be counted. You see… the lunarsabbath is utter rubbish and does not fit the requirements of the Torah in any way!
Using the Gregorian calendar to prove when the Sabbath of YHWH is to be kept
Let us now use the pagan Gregorian calendar as a historic witness to when the Sabbath is to be
kept. Please note that we do not in any way follow the Gregorian calendar, but are merely using
it as a witness to historic events!
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Oh wow, that actually came out of his mouth. The Sabbath (circa Creation) is found exclusively
on the pagan/papal Gregorian calendar (circa 1582). He's not joking. That laughing sound you
hear in the distance is me.
Now one thing to remember is that in the days of Yehoshua the Messiah (who kept the correct
Sabbath of His Father), the Julian calendar was a 7 day weekly cycle just like we have today.
Now the calendar has not been changed so as to confuse the days of the week. We can be
positive that our seventh day is the same day Yehoshua observed when He was here on Earth.
Pope Gregory XIII did make a calendar change in 1582, but it did not interfere with the weekly
cycle. Our present Gregorian calendar was named after him when he made that small change in
1582.
This is going to be fun. Debating Bro. Breetzke is SO easy. In the first century, satyrday was
the first day of the pagan planetary week. In the first century, the Julian calendar consisted of a
repeating 8 day market week; it BECAME a seven day week in A.D. 321. They are mere words
until you back them up with facts my friend. It's OK, don't be frightened. Facts have never hurt
anyone, well, unless you reject or ignore them.
On second thought, you might want to take a few steps back there Bro. Breetzke.

In the first century, Rome had an 8 day market calendar week, not a seven day week. Satyrday
did not appear on the official Roman calendar until 321 A.D., so “satyrday” was FAR from well
established as a day on the Roman (much less Hebrew) calendar in the NT times.
There were some tribes in the Empire that were observing the pagan seven day planetary week,
but the official calendar of Rome was the Roman Republican Calendar until 321 A.D. when
Constantine adopted the pagan planetary week (see p. 9). Illustration above is of a 1st century
Roman calendar.
Here is an entire short study on this subject...
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How Roman/Babylonian Cycles Came To Dominate Modern Time.
In this Section we will deal with the time-reckoning of three different groups in the New Testament Era.
These three groups are the Romans, the Hebrews and the man from Galilee and his disciples. Through
this examination we will come to get a grasp on how time-reckoning evolved from the Scriptural system
into the calendar most of us are on in modern times. As we examine the facts be prepared for some
startling surprises. We start with the Roman system that evolved into essentially the system we have
today.

THE ROMAN REPUBLICAN CALENDAR
The very earliest calendar used by the Romans was lunar, similar to others we have discussed in these
lessons, although details of that most-ancient Roman Calendar are obscure. By later Republican times,
the Roman Calendar is well documented. Certain Roman religious customs, as well as the monthly
subdivisions of Kalends, Nones, and Ides, indicate that the calendar was lunar, and that months began
upon direct observation by a priest of the new moon crescent.
In the Roman Republican calendar, the months contained three primary markers -- the Kalends, the Nones
and the Ides. The Kalends were always the first day of the month. The Nones were usually the 5th but
sometimes the 7th, and the Ides were the 15th but sometimes the 13th. All the days after the Ides were
numbered by counting down towards the next month's Kalends. Incidentally, this Latin word, Kalends is
where our English word Calendar comes from. This system was vaguely like the lunar "weeks" we have
found in other calendars, in the sense of being tied to the moon's cycle. The holidays were generally
bunched together to form continuous celebrations, and the remaining days of the month were usually
nondescript workdays.
It is in the Roman Republican calendar that we find a recurring cycle distinct from the lunar cycle. This
was still not a week such as we know it today, but after a few more centuries, well after the New
Testament era, eventually evolved into it. This "week" had a recurring cycle of 8-days called the
nundinae = nine-days (nine because of inclusive counting). This was by no means an unchangeable
cycle, as our modern 7-day week seems to be, however. This is shown from the fact that it was not
always 8 days, at times it was 10, based upon convenience and commerce. The Roman "week" was not
religious in significance, but originally indicated days upon which a market would be held in Rome. It
was simply a schedule of when business could be done and was something like a train or bus schedule
might be viewed today. In that sense it was not viewed strictly as a division of time as the week is viewed
today. Extant Roman calendars indicate this interval by giving each consecutive day a letter A through H.
Note that this was simply a space marker for each day. The Romans did not call the individual days "day
A," "day B," "day C," etc.

THE JULIAN CALENDAR
The Julian calendar was a major modification by Julius Caesar of the Republican calendar. As pontifex
maximus, Caesar was responsible for the smooth operation of Rome’s calendar, which previous neglect
by other pontifices had been allowed to fall behind the seasons. In the second year of Caesar’s
dictatorship (47 BC) the calendar was running as much as 90 days behind the seasons, due largely to
political manipulation of the calendar. Caesar began his calendar reform by ordering an ordinary leap
year (intercalation of one lunar month). That was not sufficient to deal with the problem. Therefore,
during his second consulship he inserted 67 days (exactly how isn’t perfectly clear, but probably 2 months
between November and December of 22 and 23 days, plus another intercalary month after February).
With this "fix", by the end of the year we know as 46 BC, the calendar was pretty much back in sync with
the seasons. As you might imagine, these changes caused a great deal of confusion at the time. In fact,
later writers called it the annis confusionis (year of confusion).
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The New Encyclopedia Britannica elaborates: The origin of the calendric system in general use today the Gregorian calendar - can be traced back to the Roman republican calendar, which is thought to have
been introduced by the fifth king of Rome, Tarquinius Priscus (616-579 BCE)... By 46 BCE the calendar
had become so hopelessly confused that Julius Caesar was forced to initiate a reform of the entire system.
Caesar invited the Alexandrian astronomer Sosigenes to undertake this task. Sosigenes suggested
abandoning the lunar system altogether and replacing it with a tropical year of 365.25 days. Further, to
correct the accumulation of previous errors, a total of 90 intercalary days had to be added to 46 BCE,
meaning that January 1, 45 BCE, occurred in what would have been the middle of March. To prevent the
problem from recurring, Sosigenes suggested that an extra day be added to every fourth February. The
adoption of such reformatory measures resulted in the establishment of the Julian calendar, which was
used for roughly the next 1,600 years.
Thus, the Julian Calendar marked a major change from the Lunar Republican Calendar, being a Solar
calendar and the predecessor of the Calendar still in use today. It was not until 1582 AD that Pope
Gregory XIII decreed a modification to the Julian calendar, giving us the "Gregorian Calendar" that
governs modern time. The New Encyclopedia Britannica explains why that became necessary: During
that time (since the initiation of the Julian calendar in 46 BC), however, the disagreement between the
Julian year of 365.25 days and the tropical year of 365.242199 gradually produced significant errors.
The discrepancy mounted at a rate of 11 minutes 14 seconds per year until it was a full 10 days in 1545,
when the Council of Trent authorized Pope Paul III to take corrective action. No solution was found for
many years. In 1572 Pope Gregory III agreed to issue a papal bull drawn up by the Jesuit astronomer
Christopher Clavius. Ten years later, when the edict was finally proclaimed, 10 days in October were
skipped to bring the calendar back in line.
Considered as a theoretical calendar (i.e., projecting it back before it was actually invented), the
Gregorian calendar matches up with the Julian in the third century CE. Because the pre-Julian Roman
calendar was not regular, the custom of historians is to use the Julian calendar proleptically for earlier
dates. That is, dates before 45 BC, which are naturally recorded in different calendars, are translated into
the Julian calendar.

ACTUAL JULIAN CALENDAR CIRCA FIRST CENTURY

The actual Julian calendar represented here is from the
time when the Julian calendar was already wellestablished. Although the original calendar of the
Roman Republican period was replaced, some
conventions of the earlier Republican era calendar
continued to be maintained in the new calendar. One
important feature carried over into the Julian Calendar
from the earlier Republican Calendar was the 8 day
“market” cycle, represented by letters A through H on
the calendar. The 7-day Roman planetary week (7 day
cycle named after the planet gods) had not yet evolved
and is nowhere to be found on this first century Julian
calendar. As we shall see, the 7-day planetary week
was a later innovation initially unrelated to market
days.
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This is significant for Scripture study. We must understand that the Romans had no 7-day week
during the New Testament era. Any reference to a "week" in the New Testament IS NOT a
reference to the same cycle known today as a week. The 7-day cycle known today as a week was
completely unknown to the Romans of New Testament times, having not been adopted by them yet!
A 7 Day Planetary Week Emerged. Antrols the first hour of the day named after it. This system was
brought into Hellenistic Egypt from Mesopotamia, specifically Babylon, where astrology had been
practiced for millenniums and where seven had always been a propitious number ("lucky" 7). This pagan
idea developed into a scheme among the Romans where certain days became connected with each of the
seven planetary "gods." A connection of each day with one of the seven planetary gods began to spread
through the Roman Empire around the turn of the first century. The earliest evidence of the beginning of
the development of the planetary week was found at Pompeii, the amazing Roman city destroyed by a
volcanic eruption during the final quarter of the first century. A wall inscription with the heading 'days of
the gods' lists the planets in the order Saturn, Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus.
This original order of the planetary week (starting with Saturn's day) varies from the week eventually
written into Roman law in the fourth century, which features the Sun's day as the first day of the planetary
week. We should stress again that this innovation of a 7-day planetary week did not arise in the Roman
Empire till after the writing of most if not all of the New Testament books; "Since the earliest evidence
for the existence of the planetary week is to be dated toward the end of the first century A.D." - W.
Rordorf
Even then, the religious planetary 7-day cycle did not have the force of time-reckoning later associated
with it. It would take over a century more for the ceremonial planetary week to evolve into the
institution of a continual 7-day weekly cycle used in dates. The earliest known instance of this is from
205 AD, in an inscription from Karlsburg, Transylvania, while the earliest case from the eastern empire is
a school lesson from Egypt, dated 294 C.E.

CONSTANTINE ENFORCES ROMAN / BABYLONIAN
TIME AT THE LATE DATE OF 321 AD.
In 321 AD the Emperor Constantine the Great permanently grafted the
astrological planetary week system onto the Roman calendar, making
the first day of this new week the day of the Sun and a day of rest and
worship for all, and imposing the sequence and names to the days of
the planetary week as we know them today. With this official edict
the market week and the planetary week were finally and permanently
fused into one continuous seven day cycle named after the "gods". By
edict of the Emperor Roman-Babylonish time was suddenly
transformed into "Christian" time. While there were holdouts for a
while, the new Roman system of time was adopted throughout most of
western Europe: in the Germanic languages, such as Old English, the
names of four of the Roman gods were converted into those of the
corresponding Germanic gods.

PAGAN WEEK DAY NAMES TELL THE STORY
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All of this should be sufficient to demonstrate that the week we are so familiar with today originated as an
amalgamation of paganism and commercialism and was not in any sense given to us by YHWH. In fact,
the pagan origin of the planetary week is still to be seen in the names of the days of the week in use today:

Planetary
Latin
"god"
Sun
Solis
Moon
Lunae
Mars
Martis
Mercury Mercurii
Jupiter Jovis
Venus
Veneris
Saturn Saturni

Germanic Modern
"god"
English
Sunday
Monday
Tiu
Tuesday
Woden
Wednesday
Thor
Thursday
Freya
Friday
Saturday

Modern
Italian
domenica
lunedì
martedì
mercoledì
giovedì
venerdì
sabato

THE PAGAN PLANETARY WEEK HAS NO CORRELATION TO SCRIPTURAL TIME
The above facts are not in tune with the common perception that the current seven day week has always
existed, and has existed in the same order in which we find it today. Historically that just isn't true, yet
quotes such as the following are produced and repeated as "proof" that the seven day week has been an
uninterrupted institution from the beginning of time: "It is to be noted that in the Christian period, the
order of days in the week has never been interrupted. Thus, when Gregory XIII reformed the calendar in
1582, Thursday, 4 October, was followed by Friday, 15 October. So in England, in 1752, Wednesday, 2
September, was followed by Thursday, 14 September." (The Catholic Encyclopedia (1910 Edition, Vol. 3,
page 740,in the article "Chronology")
In reality, it is irrelevant that the order of the days of the planetary week "in the Christian period" may
have remained "uninterrupted" with the Gregorian calendar change in 1582 AD. The "Christian period"
The Catholic Encyclopedia is necessarily talking about is not the New Testament era (first century), but
from 321 AD when Emperor Constantine, the first historic Pope, institutionalized the planetary week.
The salient point here is therefore obvious to the avid Scripture student and truth-seeker. Namely, 321
AD is just too late a time to be Scripturally relevant. Further, the order of the Roman planetary week was
never tied to any Scriptural numbering of days of the "week." Indeed, the Roman week evolved
completely separately from Scriptural time and changed in order with "Saturday" being moved from the
first day to the last day of the Roman week. In short, even if there were such a thing as a Scriptural
weekly cycle continuing unbroken from creation forward we could not assume that "Saturn's day", now
the last day of the Roman week, is the same as the "seventh day" of the creation week. If Sabbathkeeping depended upon identifying the true seventh day of a continuous cycle of weeks from creation
forward then Sabbath-keeping is impossible, for there is no unbroken cycle of Roman weeks that tie in
directly to the Scriptural calendar! Saturday and Sunday Sabbath-keeping are both equally based on the
myth of the first century Roman week that never existed. Thank Yah that He "made the moon for
appointments!" Unless He had done so we would have no way to determine when to meet Him to keep
His Sabbaths.

OUT OF SYNC WITH THE CREATOR'S TIME CYCLES - IN SYNC WITH BABYLON
I would conclude this lesson by suggesting that the Roman system of time reckoning institutionalized by
Constantine the Great has had a much more profound effect on us than we can scarcely realize. YHWH
gave us a system of time-reckoning tied directly to the natural order he created. By it any child can easily
keep in step with Him according to the natural cycles that are meant to bless us in body, mind and spirit.
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By contrast, the Roman system, based on commercial greed and pagan Babylonian religion, has the effect
of divorcing us from the natural order. It has put us on a 7-day treadmill that has little or no connection
whatever with anything Yah created and that tends to keep us out of sync with both creation and Creator.
Its purpose is to keep us in sync with an artificial and de-humanized hamster-wheel mindset controlled by
the ungodly world system of "Babylon" in rebellion to the healthful natural order and rule of Yah. This
has harmful effects upon us in body, mind and spirit that we probably can't even begin to imagine.
Friends, we have been almost totally asleep at the wheel, intoxicated by poisons we have taken for
granted because we've never known any different. It’s time to wake up and get a grip while it is still
barely possible.
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In A.D. 321, Constantine venerated the day of the sun. Most recognize that this is when sunday
worship entered into the "christian" movement. Few recognize what else happened to the
calendar adopted by Rome in the 4th century.
To assume that Israel observed the pagan 7 day planetary week in the first century when Rome
themselves did not is sheer lunacy. Rome did not officially adopt the 7 day planetary week until
A.D. 321 when Emperor Constantine became a “christian”. At that time, saturn’s day was the 1st
day of the seven day planetary week, not the 7th. Below is a sketch of the planetary week, circa
100 B.C.

saturn’s day, sun’s day, moon’s day, mars’ day, mercury’s day, jupiter’s day, venus’ day
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Rome ruled the world in the first century B.C., thus the Roman numerals, but this is not a Roman
calendar. This is the pagan seven day planetary week as it existed from about 600 B.C., until
A.D. 321 when Constantine venerated the day of the sun. Constantine worshiped Mithra, the
Persian version of the sun god. He did not want the day of the sun taking a back seat to saturn,
so when he venerated the day of the sun all he did was bump satyrday from the coveted #1
position in the week all the way to the seventh day, which was vacated by all the other days
moving up one position in the weekly cycle, permitting the sun’s day to hold the preeminent
position. The sketch above came from this clay calendar tablet (below left).
You see, the dirty little secret is out.
Satyrday was not the seventh day of the
week anywhere on the planet until A.D. 321,
and then by virtue of Constantine, not the
Creator Almighty, so it certainly was NOT
the Sabbath of Israel at any time in earth’s
history. Indeed, sunday has never rightly
been called the seventh day of the week, but
satyrday, the day Bro. Breetzke WISHES to
call the seventh day of the week has only
been the seventh day of the week for 1700
years. Satyrday is a day created, named and
found exclusively on a pagan calendar.
How is it then the Scriptural Sabbath?
Whoever is in charge is in charge of the calendar. The calendar you observe tells you when to
work and when to worship. WHEN you worship tells heaven and the on-looking universe WHO
you worship, so getting the day right is THAT serious.
What did Pope Gregory do to the calendar? Before 1582 the Julian calendar had been in effect,
instituted by Julius Ceasar about 46 B.C. and named after him. But the Julian calendar had
calculated the length of the year as 365 1/4 days, and the year is actually eleven minutes less than
365 1/4 days. Those eleven minutes accumulated, and by 1582 the numbering of the calendar
was ten days out of harmony with the solar system. Gregory simply dropped those ten days out
of the numbering of the calendar. It was Thursday, October 4, 1582, and the next day, Friday,
should have been October 5. But Gregory made it October 15 instead, dropping exactly ten days
to bring the calendar back into harmony with the heavenly bodies.
And what heavenly bodies was that calendar tied to? Man's calendars are written on stone and
parchment, the Father's calendar is written in the heavens where man can't mess with it. If the
Pope can manipulate or alter the calendar, how is this the Father's calendar?
Were the days of the week confused? No. Friday still followed Thursday, and Saturday still
followed Friday. The same seventh day remained, and the weekly cycle was not disturbed in the
least. When we keep the seventh day from Friday at sunset to Saturday at sunset, we are
observing the same day Yehoshua kept, and He did it every week according to Luke 4:16.
What does it matter that the planetary weekly cycle was not altered in 1582? It was an extension
of the ancient pagan planetary week, dedicated to the gods. Explain why the Father's feasts are
observed on a lunar calendar, but the Father's Sabbath is observed on a pagan calendar?
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Now we know that Yehoshua the Messiah kept the Sabbath on the same day as the Pharisees and
the rest of the Jewish people. Now does history show that all the Jewish sects and communities,
from the time of the Messiah until now, that they changed the day that they keep the Sabbath?
Well, history proves to us that the Jews of today keep the exact same 7th day Sabbath as the
Messiah 2000 years ago. To think otherwise is evil and is ignoring these proofs.
Guffaw! Sorry, that slipped out. WHAT PROOFS??? This was 4 pages long when I started,
now it is 17. The 13 pages I added are proof texts, historical proof, etc.
Hey, Breetzke! Satyrday was the first day of the week in the first century A.D. Satyrday was the
first day of the PAGAN planetary week. And for the record, yes, history records a change in the
observation of the Sabbath from the first century till now. If Breetzke had bothered to look, he
might have discovered this for himself.
In the article Shawui Calendar: Ancient Shawui Observance, we find confirmation of a radical
change in YHVH’s calendar. “The [lunar]...calendar was used by all the original disciples of
Yeshua... This original Nazarene lunar-solar calendar was supplanted by a Roman ‘planetary
week’ and calendar in 135 C.E. -- when the ‘Bishops of the Circumcision’ (i.e. legitimate
Nazarene successors to Yeshua) were displaced from Jerusalem. This began a three hundred
year controversy concerning the true calendar and correct Sabbath.”
“This intimate connection between the week and the month was soon dissolved. It is certain that
the week soon followed a development of its own, and it became the custom -- without paying
any regard to the days of the month (i.e. the lunar month) -- ...so that the New Moon no longer
coincided with the first day [of the month ].” Encyclopedia Biblica, (1899 edit.), p. 5290.
“… the custom of celebrating the Sabbath every 7th day, irrespective of the relationship of the
day to the moon’s phases, led to a complete separation from the ancient view of the Sabbath...”
Encyclopedia Biblica, (1899 edit.), p. 4179.
“The calendar was originally fixed by observation, and ultimately by calculation. Up to the fall
of the Temple (A.D. 70), witnesses who saw the new moon came forward and were strictly
examined and if their evidence was accepted the month was fixed by the priests. Eventually the
authority passed to the Sanhedrin and ultimately to the Patriarchate. … Gradually observation
gave place to calculation. The right to determine the calendar was reserved to the Patriarchate;
the Jews of Mesopotamia [Ed.—Babylonian Jews] tried in vain to establish their own calendar
but the prerogative of Palestine was zealously defended. So long as Palestine remained a
religious centre, it was naturally to the homeland that the Diaspora looked for its calendar.
Uniformity was essential, for if different parts had celebrated feasts on different days confusion
would have ensued. It was not until the 4th century A.D. that Babylon fixed the calendar…”
Encyclopedia Britannica: Vol. 4, article “Calendar”.
“These imported [from Babylon] superstitions eventually led Jewish rabbis to call Saturn Shabbti,
‘the star of the Sabbath,’ [and]...it was not until the first century of our era, when the planetary
week had become an established institution, that the Jewish Sabbath seems always to have
corresponded to Saturn’s Day [Satyrday].” Hutton Webster in his book, Rest Days, p. 244.
Thus the condemnation in Amos 5:26 was set in stone.
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In Amos 5:26, the prophet is recorded as reminding Israel of their apostasy. Israel started
worshipping Chiun, a star-god of their own making. In Acts 7:43, Stephen quotes Amos and is
translated into Greek as saying “Remphan, the star-god…” Chiun and Remphan are the
respective Hebrew and Greek words for Saturn. The Sabbath of Scripture is based upon the
lunar cycle. So Israel did indeed come to worship Saturn on his day, but at a much later date and
not by Divine command.
“With the development of the importance of the Sabbath as a day of consecration and the
emphasis laid upon the significant number seven, the week became more and more divorced
from its lunar connection...” Universal Jewish Encyclopedia: Vol. 10, 1943 edit. Article,
"Week," p. 482.
“The four quarters of the moon supply an obvious division of the month...it is most significant
that in the older parts of the Hebrew scriptures the new moon and the Sabbath are almost
invariably mentioned together. The [lunar] month is beyond question an old sacred division of
time common to all the semites; even the Arabs, who received the week at quite a late period
from the Syrians, greeted the New Moon with religious acclamations. … We cannot tell [exactly]
when the Sabbath became disassociated from the month.” Encyclopedia Biblica, 1899 edit., pp.
4178-4179..
How is it that Scholars cannot tell when the Sabbath was disassociated from the lunar cycle
while modern Satyrday sabbath keepers in general deny that the Sabbath was ever connected
with the moon in the first place?
If there is any possible remaining doubt that Israel observed a lunar Sabbath in Scripture, let this
quote settle your conscience:
“Luni-solar calendar foundations of the Jewish calendar extend from the earliest verses of
scripture. Natural, uniform motions of the heavenly spheres are the pivotal markers of time
reckoning. The list of ancient characters mentioned in the Old Testament used this lunar-solar
calendar system of time recording. Observation of lunar phases coupled with solar positioning
graduated the lifetime ages of Adam and his descendants. . . .
“Changes in the appearance of the moon provided the seven-day week. Originating with
ancient interpretations of lunar time, divisions of seven days separate the four basic lunar
phases... Starting with a dark new moon, the moon gradually comes into view on following
nights. In about seven days the first half of the moon is visible. The second half waxes until full
moon at the end of two weeks. Lunar light reverses progression in the third week, waning to half
visibility again. A fourth week completes the month, and visibility again diminishes toward a
new moon. Completion of four lunar phases comprises the month.” Ages of Adam, published in
1995, by Clark K. Nelson.
The ox knoweth his owner, and the ass his master's crib: but Israel doth not know, My people
doth not consider. Isaiah 1:3
You see, all Jewish people, even many who did not learn of other calendars, who were scattered
all around the world, ALL agreed on when the Sabbath was when they eventually were able to
make contact with other Jews because of the advance of technology, there were non (sic) that
dissagreed (sic) on when the Sabbath was.
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Bro. Breetzke, Rome ENFORCED the pagan planetary week upon the entire Roman Empire. In
70 A.D., Israel was scattered to the four corners of the earth. Historically, the crossed the
Caucasus Mountains and entered into what is now Europe. All Europe was ruled by the Papacy.
How long before Israel forgot how they observed the Sabbath back in the old country? By the
time technology came along, they were ALL keeping Sabbath on the wrong day, the seventh day
of the week sure, but the seventh day of the WRONG week.
Another source that we can use is that of the Muslim calendar, which is about 3,000 years old,
where thay faithfull (sic) kept the day before the Sabbath as their "holy day", and look, what day
do they keep today? It is still the same today as it was 3,000 years ago.
Friday (freya's day, frigga's day) did not exist 3,000 years ago; it was a Scandinavian
replacement name for venus' day that was added to the pagan planetary week in the Middle Ages.
And Muslims still observe a lunar calendar because ALL ancient nations originally observed a
calendar very much like the Hebrews. Some never stopped.
Another argument from the lunar sabbatarians that arises is that because we keep the seventh day
(where the Gregorian Saturday just happens to fall upon) as the Sabbath, that we are worshipping
Saturn who is a pagan idol. If this were true, then the argument could be the same for them, only
worse!!! As their erroneous lunar-sabbath falls on Saturn-day, Sun-day, Moon-day, Tyr’s-day,
Woden’s-day, Thor’s-day and Frigga-day. All of which are pagan days. It is a pathetic attempt to
discredit YHWH’s Sabbath. YHWH’s seven day week (1st day, 2nd day, 3rd day, 4th day, 5th day,
preparation day and Shabbat) was there long before Julius Caesar and Pope Gregory XIII and
their pagan calendars.
Excuse me, but this argument is not from Lunar Sabbath keepers. It is from Scripture...
I admit it, Israel worshiped on satyrday. But you have borne the tabernacle of your moloch [king]
and Chiun your images, the star of your G-d which you made for yourselves. Amos 5:26. Chiun
is the Hebrew word for Saturn. But that does not mean their worship was acceptable to YHWH.
In this verse Amos sees a day where Israel worships a star-god that they would make for
themselves which means that Israel would have been in apostasy at that time.
Stephen, in Acts 7:43 quotes Amos and is translated as Remphan, which is Greek for
Saturn. Satyrday is ONLY a day found on the pagan seven day planetary week. Satyrday was
the first day (not the seventh) of this pagan calendar week from at LEAST 800 B.C. and perhaps
further back. The Father’s calendar is found in the sun and moon (the two great lights), not in
the planets.
Why am I spelling it satyrday instead of saturn’s day? Because Saturn and the Satyr are both
linked to the same false system of worship.
Do this word study with your concordance. Isaiah 13:21 says… But wild beasts of the desert
shall lie there; and their houses shall be full of doleful creatures; and owls shall dwell there, and
satyrs shall dance there.
The wild beasts of the desert shall also meet with the wild beasts of the island, and the satyr shall
cry to his fellow; the screech owl also shall rest there, and find for herself a place of rest. Isaiah
34:14
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In both cases, the Hebrew word here translated as satyr is Strong’s H8163.
It would seem that the Father stopped Israel’s satyrday observance early on. Speaking to Israel
after their deliverance from Egypt, YHWH said… And they shall no more offer their sacrifices
unto devils, after whom they have gone a whoring. This shall be a statute for ever unto them
throughout their generations. Leviticus 17:7. Notice the word for devils (below).
And they shall no 3808 more 5750 offer 2076 (853) their sacrifices 2077 unto devils, 8163 after
310 whom 834 they 1992 have gone a whoring. 2181 This 2063 shall be 1961 a statute 2708
forever 5769 unto them throughout their generations. 1755
Same Hebrew word, H 8163, Satyrs.
Jeroboam and his sons were later cursed for leading Israel BACK into idolatry. II Chronicles
11:15 says… And he [Jeroboam] ordained 5975 him priests 3548 for the high places, 1116 and
for the devils, 8163 and for the calves 5695 which 834 he had made. 6213
Same Hebrew word, H 8163, Satyrs.
Jeroboam brought back what YHWH had removed from Israel in Leviticus 17. And nearly
every time Jeroboam’s name is mentioned thereafter it is either prefaced or followed by the
statement, who has made My people Israel to sin. Amos reminded Israel of their satyrday
idolatry, Stephen repeated it and it got him killed.
Brother Breetzke, the pagan planetery week was specifically and exclusively designed to
worship the pagan gods in the heavens. YHWH did not adopt the pagan planetary week to
embed His Sabbath in, He has his own calendar. It is only tongue in cheek that I would ever try
to convince you that you are worshipping Saturn, Chiun or Remphan. Clearly you are
worshipping the Creator, but you are doing it on the wrong calendar. And while YHWH will
wink at our ignorance for a while, He will not always remain patient when modern Israel is just
as stiff-necked as ancient Israel.
But think about it. Is worshipping the True Mighty One on the wrong day better than
worshipping the false gods on the right day? Where do you draw a line to distinguish between
them?
Anyone who follows the lunar-sabbath and teaches it to others, is calling the Messiah and His
Father liars. These people teach that the Messiah kept the Sabbath on the wrong day. This is an
evil teaching and should be thrown in the rubbish bin where it belongs.
Says you Bro. Breetzke. Put your money where your mouth is. You haven't proven a single
thing in this slothfully prepared presentation against the Calendar of heaven.
Now the moon does have a part in determining time, the sighting of the New Moon indicates the
start of a new month (moon), NOT the start of a new week, as we have seen from the above texts.
WHAT TEXTS? This was 4 pages long when I got it, now it is 21. The 17 pages I added are
proof texts, historical proof, etc. I'm asking something of Breetzke that cannot be provided.
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Breetzke did not offer any texts that prove that New Moon resets the month but not the week.
He does not HAVE any evidence because there IS no evidence to support his position.
You can read more about what the lunar-sabbath is all about and where it originates from here.
This is Breetzke's link. Read it at your own peril.
I hope this evidence opens the eyes of people who are following the lunar-sabbath to repent and
turn back to the Scriptural calendar, and for those who are confused by people teaching the evil
doctrine of the lunar-sabbath.
I can only imagine all the things Lunar Sabbath keepers need to repent of, but their Sabbath is
not one of them.
Posted by David Breetzke at 9:04 AM November 23, 2011
Well, Bro. Breetzke kept this one more civil. I will give him credit where credit is due.
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, did our intrepid satyrday Sabbath keeper prove anything he set
out to prove? Did Bro. Breetzke prove that the Lunar Sabbath is stupid? Did he prove that
satyrday is the Sabbath of Scripture using Scripture or the historical record? Did Breetzke prove
that the Sabbath is every seventh day in an unbroken cycle? Did he offer any evidence from
Scripture or the historical record that would dissuade a truth seeker from accepting or keeping
the Lunar Sabbath?
Thank you for your verdict.
Father forgive men like David Breetzke for their hasty words, quick judgment, false doctrines
and their holier-than-thou attitude. I don't expect to teach men like this a single thing, but You
can. Try not to make it hurt too bad.
Respectfully submitted,
Troy Miller
www.CreationCalendar.com
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